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This book is the first complete translation into English of Imam al-Ghazali’s important Kitab Adab al-Kasb wa
al-Ma’ash (here translated as The Book of Proprieties of Earning and Living), which constitutes Book Three of
the Quarter on the Norms of Daily Life from his celebrated magnum opus Ihya’ ‘Ulum al-Din (The Revivification
of the Science of Religion).
It is significant work in what we may call the kasb ethico-juristic genre in classical Islamic economic thought,
providing valuable insights into the socio-axiological vision underpinning commercial transactions and
economic activities in Islam.
The translator has also introduced and lightly annotated the text, and pointed out the deep relevance of this
work for our current rethinking and redefining of the science of economics in terms of its ends (viz.,
provisioning for livelihood = infaq) rather than its means (viz., allocation of resources), and thereby reviving a
true economy of sustainable livelihoods (ma’ayish) for the common good (al-maslahah al-‘ammah). An
appendix at the end of the translation briefly elucidates in a reflective manner this revival of a common-good
or gift economics, leading to a succinct redefinition of economics as “the science of earning and provisioning”
(‘ilm al-iktsab wa al-infaq).

Chapter One : On the Virtues of Work and Exhortation Towards It
Chapter Two : On the Science of Valid Selling, Buying and Transactions
Chapter Three : On the Elucidation of Justice in Transactions, Avoiding Oppression and the
Prohibition of Hoarding
Chapter Four : On the Elucidation of Magnanimity in Transactions
Chapter Five : On the Merchant’s Concern for His Soul and Religion
Appendix

: Mu’amalah, Livelihood & the Common Good: Reviving the Islamic Gift Economy in
the Current Age
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